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PREFACE

The over-riding concern in shipbuilding today is how to
However, attention instead should be
increase productivity,
Qua1ity of goods
focused upon improving management policy.
and services produced and the improvement of production operations from a control1ed learning experience should be
By concentrating on these, inmanagement's
primary goals,
creased productivity
wi11 be a by-product.
The learning process, however, requires a basis from which
management, can eva1uate past performance and develop a program for avoiding failures and improving upon the
--.
This basis does not evolve by happenstance,
It must be the
result of deliberate, careful and reasonably detailed planning and a means for capturing actual performance against the
plan,
This discussion addresses the vital need to consider and accommodate the impact of 1imited resources (manpower, f l o o r
space 3 crane capacity, etc.) to the planning Problem, Often
ignored by planning, resources, if not available in sufficient. quantities, or not applied properly, will most. definitely
lead to higher costs and longer production schedules.
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I.0

Introduction
-----------In a well-managed company, the determination of resource
requirements is essential both to insure that sufficient
resources are available, and that excess resources do not
Resource planning is a cross-check
burden overhead costs.
between the resource assignment and scheduling processes.
The analysis of resource availability can determine if planned schedules are indeed achievable,
The basic sources of
data needed to develop resource requirements are the resource estimates and planned schedules of work.
Resource
analysis accuracy depends upon the level of detail at which
the resource estimates and schedules have been developed,
early
Information typically available at
the
stages
a contract are the major milestone dates (start, launch,
delivery, etc.) and the bid estimates, usually at the major
level of the project,
Overall deaccount work breakdown
partment or trade breakdown detail may also be available at
this time. With this information, and with the aid of historical curves, preliminary resource requirements (primarily
manpower) can be derived and will be as accurate as the degree to which the historical curve actually conforms to the
new contract situation. Unfortunately, such is not normally
the case. Many shipyards currently develop initial production schedules and resource requirements at the very minimum levels of detail.
Of

Modern computerized techniques have proved that a smooth
loading curve is not always possible as may be attempted
Consider, for example, the case where there are
manually,
periods where deviation from schedule is not
time
critical
possible in order to meet contracted delivery dates. If
manual smooth loading were adopted under such circumstances,
there would result an immediate impact upon the delivery and
the plan would begin as a losing situation without anyone
realizing the eventual problem until too late.
A condition like that above, if repeated on a number of contracts, too often leads to a general lack of confidence in
a plan even before a project begins (negative attitude on
the part of Production?).
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the Work Package Approach

In the
format

manual. process Of resovrec
the
bar
loading,
Chart
(see Figure 3, 0.2 ) is genarally chosen, but. interrel-

ationships are difficult.. to maintain in
an orderly way
Therefore, it. is almost impossible to comprehend the various
alternatives that can be used in attaining the ultimate goal
of scheduling within the limits of available resources.
Once a project has been planned and scheduled, the planning
effort should not stop. Management. likely will always need
to evaluate cost and schedule
performance on a continuous
basis and make necessary decisions to re-plan and re-direct
available resource in the best ways possible.
If an. average project involves
some 5 ,000 a c t i v i t y and
management demands accurate and timely r e p o t s
but is
reluctant to expand overhead staff', it is unlikely that a
solid plan with realistic resource loading and practical
production schedules can be developed,
exploited quickly and cost
computer, however can be
Software is available to expedite the detail
effectively.
scheduling process accurately and in an orderly w a y using
methods as the critical path network technique,
such
And,
if resource estimates can be applied to the same l e v e l o f
breakdown (activities),
work
very accurate and meaningful
resource requirements can be easily
determined
to f o r m a
rational basis for the ultimate project scheduling.
The

r

Or manual method
computer
is
A definitive
question 0f cost and convenience,
answer is difficult for small projects, but larger ones, or
once requiring an
interplay b e t w e e n
multiple
projects,
can
a
computered
derive significant benefits its from
approach,
Factors which influence the decision to computerize include
the number of activities, the number of schedule performance
involved
reports expected, the content to wh i ch resources
are to be analyzed, and the desired output format, Figure
2. 0.1 illustrates the relative breakeven points for given
numbers of' activities and the reporting frequency,
The choice between using a

mainly

a
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Network Scheduiing

Network scheduling (critical path method) is a planning
technique that allows schedules to be developed from appropriate start/stop dependencies between activities, See Figure 3,0.1 for a sample network iilustration.
The advantage of using the critical path method for scheduling is that it provides a means to logically develop all
work within a project and to establish the proper sequences
of activities, Networks generate real work priorities needed later to maintain schedules. As work is actually completed, priorities can change, and management must continuously
strive to expedite the more critical work.
For non-critical

activities,
the method determines slack
within
which
time
activities may be started
available,
time
and completed without any further restraint by the network
configuration.
Figure 3.0.2 illustrates a sample barchart result of network
Note that the critical path method has estabscheduling,
lished early start dates for all activities; those with
slack time available (shown with dashed lines) are free to
start. any time within this slack time frame, provided they
do not finish any time later than the date at the ends of
Figure 3.0.3 presents the manpower
their slack periods.
loading if all activities started at their earliest start
dates, regardless of the slack time available,
Ideally, any project should be expedited on t h e earliest
involved; this better
possible start date for all work
insures that any delays will have minimum effect upon t h e
However, what may well
ultimate completion of the project.
ideal
impractical is whether or not
make this
these
activities have sufficient resources to all
non-critical
start at their earliest start dates,
all at the
Even if resources are available, applying them
possible time may not be cost effective, either in
earliest

the short or long run. Practically speaking, however, the
ability to perform work at a constant level of manpower normally means lower costs. Erratic levels of manpower usually
into
excessive
overtimes,
unstable hiring
translates
low worker morale and all the attendant
requirements,
problems - and expenses. Hiring-and-firing policies lead to
high employee turnover which, in turn, leads to poor product
quality and higher costs.
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Figure 3.0,4 presents the manpower loading if all activities
started at their latest start dates,
any slippage whatever
obviously
leaves no room for recovery of the total planned
project completion schedule.
Figure 3.0.5 presents the range of possible rates of manpower expenditures permitted within bounds of the critical
path scheduling, The object, thus, is to develop a rate
consistent to meet final delivery schedules and to minimize
overall costs,
the least critical
If resources are limited,
activities
should be delayed until after the more critical activities
have been completed and resources are available.
Clearly, additional efforts must be expended in the planning
process to have schedules meet not only critical path, but
also limited resource requirements.

FIGURE 3.0.1:

SAMPLE CRIT1CAL PATH METHOD NETWORK

FIGURE 3,0,2
WORK

PACKAGE SCHEDULES
BEFORE
LIMITING MANPOWER; IN OUTFIT
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4.0 The Resource Allocation Problem

A method to develop resource requirements is illustrated in
By tallying the resources over the time perFigure 4.0.1.
iods that. the activities are in process, the total reseurce
requirements at all points in time can be estimated by assuming that resources wil1 be expended at a tonstant r a t e
over the time period of the activity.
This constant expenditure assumption is valid for most practical purposes if
activities ace reasonably small and of s h o t duration.
Also, net effects from summing numerous activities tend to
even out any 1ocal distortions that may arise whenever this
assumption fails to match actual expenditures exactly,
Non-constant resource expenditures are also possible, hut.
suffer the drawbacks of being too complicated for most planning applications, And, the do not contribute significantly
to the overall accuracy of the scheduling if the activities
are developed properly.
Once resources have been estimated for activities, t-he next.
is to establish overall limits to their availabiliproblem
These limits may be applied to different types OF
ties,
floot- space,
resources (manpower,
cranes, etc.and made
time-variable to better model expected conditions within the
shipyard,

4,i

Limiting Project Resources

The resource leveling effort attempts to maintain ail activity start dates as the early start dates developed by the
critical path method of scheduling, This helps insure that
any actual delays in schedules will have minimum impact upon
In the resource
the over al1 project completion schedule.
critical activities should be loaded
levelling procedure,
The procedure
first so that they consume resources first.
then should continuously check whether resources are available to begin a new activity; if not, the activity must be
delayed and its slack time reduced accordingly.
Under no circumstances should an activity be
its computed slack time.

delayed

beyond

Figure 4, 1.1 illustrates the manpower requirements subject
Figure 4, 1,2 provides a revised bar
to 1imited resources.
chart of activity schedules reflecting these adjustments,
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Figure 4.0.1:

PERT-PAC Procedure For Developing Resource
Requirements
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The limiting resource problem, however", is not w i t h o u t i t s
There is a point beyond which resources
limitations,
are so scarce that the project cannot be expedited within
In terms of the critical path meththe time-frame planned.
od, this means that a point is reached where
there
is
no
more slack time available for delaying activities in order
to avoid those time periods of full resource utilization.
only recourse, under these conditions,. is to accept the
The
over-time,
additional
resource excesses by scheduling
and/or n e w hires..
sub-contracting,
etc ...or allow the
Figure 4.1.3 illustrates the
entire project to slip.
problem where no m o r e slack can be bled out. of the network
schedules,
0wn

Any given work package may exhibit multiple resource limit
restrictions, The planning process must accommodate at least
resource with the greatest
for the worst case; i.e,, t h e
excess over it5 limit,
5,0

The Updating Problem
-------------------While good planning in the beginning of a project is a good
step toward insuring the successful
completion of the
project, circumstances do arise that cannot be anticipated
beforehand and can alter the course of the project costs
It is unlikely that the actual duration of
and/or schedule,
an activity will equal the estimated time shown in the original analysis. The initial plan can help get the job organized and started right, but a: activities take more or less
time than originally estimated, control of the work is lost
unless the plan is updated to monitor progress,
evaluate
and to adjust planning in order to
impact of deviations,
complete the work by established contract requirements,
An "out-of-control"
project can be
recovered by means of
strategies developed by a plan control team and a meaningful
performance feedback system. However, the longer the delay
chances for a
respond to problems, the
less the
to
recovery.
Management needs a capability to
successful
constantly view s t a t u s and determine just how bad the
problems are and what areas should be given the highest priority to minimize costs and delays. Figure 6,O,l illustrates a classical need for re-planning. The "bow wave" phenomschedules not
enum is not unusual when plans fall apart:
being maintained and the progressive growth of remaining
work piling up as time advances.
Recovery strategies must not only minimize problems that
inevitably arise but also should try to improve upon costs
These efforts, however,
and schedules from planned levels,
should not ignore the effects of limited resources upon
solving the problems.
473
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FIGURE

5, 0.1:

Classic Example OF Need To RE-Plan
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6.0 Conclusions

schedule large-scale ship production
operations cannot be done effectively by manual means, especially for those yards who keep planning staffs to a minimum.
The scope of variables that should be considered arc too many
and the work required to assemble all necessary information
needed to develop realistic production schedules and determine economical resource requirements too overwhelming,
The effort to plan and

Solutions to this problem can only lie with computer software
provided they adequately address the practical
a system that is reasonably straightaspects of planning:
forward and un-complicated, yet provides a reasonably accurate modeling of the work to be performed. The system must
also be capable of producing a complete set of production
plans without undue delay; shipbuilding typically operates on
too short a fuse to permit a lengthy planning period prior to
the on-set of production.
s y s t e m s1

SPAR Associates, Inc. has developed various computer software
systems that have been designed to meet these needs and more)

they employ techniques that enhance the planning and production control processes even further than systems available in
other industries long engaged in automated planning methods
The shipbuilding problem is one that offers special challenges> particularly with regard to developing schedules that
meet contract obligations within the constraints of the shipyard's limited available resources:,
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